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PIGEON

1 TEAM OF 10 PIGEONS

TEAM
5 ACTIVATED

5 RESERVES

500

PRICE PER ACTIVATION

75.000 €
IN PRIZES *

FINAL (450kM)
SEPTEMBER 24 Th 2022

TO THE WINNER *
20.000 €

* Subject to conditions. Prizes calculated based on 1,500 activated pigeons.

REGISTRATION & PAYMENT

PARTICIPANTS FROM MORE THAN 
20 COUNTRIES

ALL PIGEONS THAT REACH THE FINAL WILL BE AUCTIONED
WITH A PERCENTAGE FOR THE PARTICIPANT

COMPETE WITH THE BEST PIGEON FANCIERS IN THE WORLD

FROM march UNTIL JUNE 30TH

AUCTION OF THE PIGEONS



race date
España
portugal

 20 race

 

July 14
July 15
July 16
July 18
Juy 20
July 22
July 25
July 27
July 29

  August 2
  August 5

 

Campanillas       3 km
Est.Cartama       5 km
Est.Cartama       5 km
Villafranco        10 km
Villafranco        10 km
Zalea                20 km
Zalea                20 km
Casarabonela   30 km
Casarabonela   30 km
Teba                  40 km
Teba                  40 km

 August  9 
August 12
August 17
August 23
August 29

  September   5
September 12
September 19

September 24

Pedrera                       60 km
Cazalla                        90 km
Carmona                   125 km
Alcalá del Río            150 km
Gillena                       160 km
Monesterio                 210 km
Rosal de la Frontera  280 km
Casarabonela              30 km
optional for the final

Santaren Portugal      450 km

 

1º
2º
3º
4º
5º
6º
7º
8º
9º

10º

7.000 €
4.000 €
2.000 €
1.000 €
650 €
350 €
350 €
350 €
350 €
350 €

Ace PIGEON     carmona
125 km

1º
2º
3º

200 €
150 €
100 €

17
AGO

1º
2º
3º

alcalá del río
150KM

200 €
150 €
100 €

23
AGO

29
AGO

1º
2º
3º
4º
5º

1.000 €
650 €
350 €
200 €
150 €

   Monesterio
210 km

 5
SEP

1º
2º
3º
4º
5º

1.000 €
650 €
350 €
200 €
150 €

Gillena
160 km 

SEMIFINAL (FINAL fci)

1º
2º
3º
4º
5º

5.000 €
3.000 €
2.000 €
1.000 €

650 €

Rosal de la frontera-
280 km

  12
SEP

FINAL

1º
2º
3º
4º
5º
6º
7º
8º
9º

10º

11º
12º
13º
14º
15º
16º
17º
18º
19º
20º

20.000 €
6.000 €
4.000 €
2.000 €
1.000 €
650 €
350 €
350 €
350 €
350 €

350 €
350 €
350 €
350 €
350 €
350 €
350 €
250 €
250 €
250 €

santaren portugal
450 km

19
SEP

SERGIO DELGAdO
    +34 603 28 35 43

  

1010

EUROPE COLLECTION ROUTES
OWN TRANSPORT

FCI PICK UP POINTS AND 
MAIN EUROPEAN PIGEON EVENTS

* Calculation based on 1.500 activated pigeonsPRIZES || 75.000€ IN PRIZES

* Not activated pigeons will not be taken in count for prizes.

* All pigeons that reach the Final will be auctioned with a percentage for the participant. (consult conditions).

* The prizes will be announced in gross amounts. Therefore all valid taxes and retentions in every moment 
and in every country will be in charge of the winner.

20.000€ guaranteed*  
*to 1º place in the final

#21 al 50 100€
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FLORIN CRISTUINEA
scolumbrodromulcorabia@yahoo.com
+40 740 81 15 50
Corabia, Romania

DANUT ( EUROPA MASTER)

PAULO MOTA
info@gploft.com
+351 919 04 11 45

+40 760 53 43 60
+34 642 53 49 96
Cugir

CATALIN CAMPEANU
campeanu.pigeons@yahoo.com 
+40 727 64 41 99
Campina

SERGIO DELGADO
info@derbycostadelsol.com
+34 622 07 46 78
South Zone

Yavhe Rodriguez
yahverodriguez@hotmail.com
+34 695 74 60 81
Las Palmas - Canary Islands

MARKUS SOELLNER
soellner.tauben@unitybox.de
+49 (0) 6620 6243
Philippsthal

FRANS HERMANS

+32 474 131 227
Moerzeke

MONICK NYS
monicknys@skynet.be
+32 476 54 24 80
Arendonk

PATRICK DE MUYLDER
patrick.de.muylder@telenet.be
+32 475 44 35 85
Lennik

KARL HEINZ LANG
kh.lang@tauben-lang.de
+49 (6) 4039 0270
Langgöns

UWE WOLLITZER
olr@wollitzer.de
+4915906700186
Leiberg 111/6 Ostringen 76684

MATTEO GRAPPA
grappamatteo@gmail.com
+39 329 73 15 82
Beinasco

FREDERICK DEKKER
dekker-duiven@hotmail.com
+31 (0)655 95 34 60
Terneuzen

JO VOS

ARKADIUSZ MAZIARZ
info@maziarz-pigeons.pl
+48 692 46 85 69
Tegoborze

JURICA ŠKRLEC
jskrlec88@gmail.com
+385 989 76 26 66
Radoboj, Croatia

jo-vos@hotmail.com
+31 (0) 681 54 88 39
Heesch

ESTHER BULTMAN
esther@duivendirect.nl
+31 (0) 641 94 94 23
Doornspijk

FILIP PUDIC

+385 95 522 96 52
Slavonski Brod

FLORÍN GIBU

+34 643 36 86 22
Extremadura / Portugal

DODEA CLAUDIU
ccdodea@gmail.com
+34 676 95 21 92
Central Zone

ALTISSIMO AGOSTINI
aaaltissimo2012@outlook.com
+351 932 91 47 77
Alvarães

FRANCISCO TORTOSA
palomartortosa@gmail.com
+34 686 61 76 06
Valencian Region

ANNEMIE VAN HEE
info@vanhee.be
+32 475 27 87 42

LUCA CAMPANINI
info@milanbestpigeons.com
+39 347 620 43 96
Lodi

JIM ECKER
Eckerjwc@aol.com
(001) 989 710 60 50
Linwood, MichiganRACHID BAKHOUZ

rachid.ywe@gmail.com
+39 333 855 48 46
Padova

ALEXANDER GEBEL
alexander.gebel1@web.de
+49 152 597 961 15
Saalfeld

DIMITRIS ASLANIDIS
asgoldenpigeons@gmail.com
+30 693 2829 460
Petra

LARS NILSSON
+46 706 10 02 31

GAËL BOITEL
francolomb62@gmail.com
+33 670 05 41 73
Gonnehem 

HENRY SYLVAIN
racingpigeonhenry@gmail.com
+33 047 730 67 72
Chalain-d'Uzore

SAID KOHEN
said.kohen@ofppt.ma
+212 674 02 65 81 
Casablanca 

JEAN-PIERRE NGCALUZA
jngcaluza@gmail.com
+27 735 090 551
Stellenbosch

SALAH EDDINE KHANNOUSS
khenousse@hotmail.fr
+212 608 98 33 88
Casablanca

BOUKILI JAMAL EDDINE
duiven1979@live.nl
+212 667345215

Animals To Fly
service@animalstofly.com
+31 (0)23 55 77 990

ABDALLA SAKR
+966 542 29 59 37
Medina

DANIEL HASH
dan@avianexportservices.com
(001) 801 580 64 76
Kaysville, Utah

DANIEL KRAJČÍK
 daniel.krajcik@euba.sk
+42 1907280336
Slovakia

ALI ALFADHLI
 alfadhliali@hotmail.com
+965 555 88608
Alandalus area

 Hoofddorp Países Bajos

BAŞARAN AHMET TAYYAR
tayyarbasaran@yahoo.com
+90 532 442 73 23
Çorlu

BAHTIYAR
derbyistanbul34@gmail.com
00905426404906

DEBBIE NEALE
 debbie.neale2@btinternet.com
+44 078 157 961 25

THORSTEN DAUM
 mail@reisetauben.de
+49 171 6286866
OTZBERG 64853
WWW.REISETAUBEN.DE

Agents
* Más AGENTeS: WWW.derbycostadelsol.com/agentes 



endorsed by: sponsored by:

Winkie Pigeons
European Breeding Station
www.winkiepigeons.com

Ranking Mundial FCI
www.pigeons-grandprix.com

www.realfede.com
Beyers
www.beyersbelgium.be

Wonder Pigeons
www.wonderpigeon.com

Vanhee
www.vanhee.be

Terms and Conditions OLR Costa del Sol Summer 2022
1. GENERAL INFORMATION
The FCI Costa del Sol International Derby celebrates its 10th edition in 2022 and is developed as a sporting 
event in the discipline of OLR Pigeon Race. It is located in Malaga, on the Costa del Sol, very close to Malaga 
International Airport and a few minutes from the famous beaches of the province. The new loft was released 
in 2017 under the most avant-garde criteria and adapted to the highest demands of the best international 
Derbys. The Derby capacity in these facilities reaches 2,500 pigeons, in charge of a team of experts in the 
training and care of pigeons with the leading brands in feeding PET CUP, accessories BONYFARMA and 
VANHEE.
All races can be followed online through our website (www.derbycostadelsol.com) y 
(www.benzingoneloftrace.live)
 All baskets and races will be made public almost in real time, in an effort to show transparency and service 
to the participant. All baskets are open to any fan of pigeon racing who wants to attend them, as long as 
sanitary measures allow it. Implies acceptance of these terms, which are contractual. The officiality of these 
regulations is in Spanish and English, the language into which a certified translation has been made. The 
Derby organization is not responsible for possible translation errors in other languages, in which these 
Terms and Conditions are published for informational purposes. The organization of the Derby reserves the 
right to qualify or rectify any point of these Terms and Conditions until the days prior to the closing of the 
registration period (detailed below), with the relevant notification to all registrants. The Derby organization 
will not be responsible for possible theft or accidents that may occur during the scheduled events. The 
Derby will be closed once all the auctions of the pigeons that reach the final have finished. The Derby 
reserves the right of admission, both for participants and pigeons, as well as to admit the participation and 
to deliver the prizes of those fanciers whose license is in force at the time the Derby races take place. All 
the prizes and the percentages of the sale of the pigeons at auction will be subject to the taxes and 
withholdings in force at all times and in each country, the participant being responsible for paying said 
taxes. Likewise, they will be delivered according to the term of the FCI regulations once the Derby is closed.
2. REGISTRATION
The registration process for the Derby Costa del Sol sporting event is described below, consisting of a 
pigeon race ascribed to the current regulations of the Royal Spanish Pigeon Federation (RFCE) and in 
accordance with the release plan annexed to these Rules. The mere fact of sending pigeons to the Derby 
or the provision of personal data to the organization for the specific purpose of registration, already implies 
the tacit acceptance that the fancier participates in this sporting event corresponding to the Pigeon Racing 
Sport. Each fancier may enter as many pigeons as he wants, a team consisting of 5 pigeons plus 5 reserve 
pigeons. The registration price will be € 100 per pigeon, that is, at the time of registration, the participant 
will pay € 500 for a team of 10 pigeons (5 activated and 5 reserve). The reserve pigeons are sent at a cost 
of € 0 and will have to be activated up to 48 hours after the release time of the Semifinal (FCI Final - 280 
km) for a value of € 100 per pigeon. If it is decided not to activate the reserve, it will go to an activation list, 
remaining free and can be paid for by any other participant, at a cost of € 150 / pigeon, who will be able to 
activate the pigeon on the list before the Final shooting. Santarem (450 km). In this way, the first owner 
would lose the right to the prize and this right would be awarded to the participant who activated it, although 
the latter would not have a percentage of the auction. The same would occur for scoring for the FCI 
Ranking: the right to score passes to the participant who activates it, as long as he has the FCI license in 
force at the time of the races. The rights of the pigeons that have not been activated either by their owner 
or in the Free Activation period will be 100% of the Derby and the Organization will keep the full amount of 
the auction of said pigeons, as well as all the prizes in cash that you get.
 Participation is open to national and international pigeons that must wear rings from the RFCE or approved 
by the FCI for the year 2022. The registration date is between March 1 and June 30, with June 30 being 
the last day to make the payment of the registered pigeons. As of June 30, the Derby Organization will 
publish on its official website those teams from which it has received payment and will report to the FCI the 
teams from which it has received the pigeons but without having received payment. Registration will only 
be valid through the official agents that appear on the Derby Costa del Sol website. If the reserve rings are 
not specified, the Organization will automatically activate the pigeons in ascending order, from lowest to 
highest number of rings. There are two ways of entering the registration fee: by making a bank transfer to 
the account number indicated on the Derby website. To consider valid the payment by transfer, it will be 
mandatory to indicate in the concept of the same the number of the rings that are being activated. The list 
of accredited agents are exclusively those that appear on the web (www.derbycostadelsol.com). The 
registration of a participant will not be valid if they have not provided us with: name and surname, number 
of their identity document, valid number of rings of each pigeon, title of ownership of each pigeon, name of 
the team, person responsible for the team, with phone number and email address verifiable by the Derby 
Organization. The Organization reserves the right to reject an entry for not having the actual contact details 
of a participant. The person responsible will be responsible for the full payment of the registration under the 
indicated conditions, as well as will be the ultimate beneficiary of the prizes in the event that they achieve 
them in the course of the competition. Any participant may request a registration certificate from the Derby 
organization. The entire registration process is detailed in the registration section of the website and the one 
indicated in said section at all times will be valid.
Send proof of payment and registration form to info@derbycostadelsol.com

3.  PIGEON RECEPTION 
The pigeons will be received with the shipping costs paid by the participant. The mandatory documents to 
deliver together with the pigeons are the title of ownership of each pigeon, the payment receipt and the rest 
of the contact information detailed in section 2 (Registration). Upon registration, the pigeons will become the 
property of the Derby organization.
Derby Costa del Sol will not be responsible if any pigeon suffers a problem or its loss with the transport 
company
4. RACES
The Derby Organization reserves the right to modify the scheduled events as it deems appropriate to 
promote the smooth running of the competition and the well-being of the birds. The dates and release 
points of the races where the pigeons will compete can be found in detail in the annex to these Rules or by 
consulting them on the Derby website (www.derbycostadelsol.com).
5. AWARDS
The prize is calculated based on a total of 1,500 activated pigeons. The final amount of each of the prizes 
will be confirmed and published on the official website of the Derby after the end of the reservation 
activation period, detailed in section 2 (Registration). Non-activated pigeons and those that have been 
awarded as prizes from the previous edition, do not count towards prizes. Both in the event that it is 
extended, and in the event that the number of pigeons indicated above is not reached, it will be expanded 
or reduced depending on the case in percentage relation with respect to the registered pigeons. In the table 
of prizes annexed to these Rules are all the awarded categories with their corresponding amounts. The first 
prize of the finalist amounts to € 20,000, with AS Paloma Absoluto being awarded € 7,000. The seminal 
(which will be the FCI final) and the 260, 180, 170 and 140 km races are also awarded. The AS Pigeon 
Absolute prize will be awarded to the pigeon with the best score in the following races: 1 race of 450 km, 
1 race of 280 km, 1 race of 210 km, 1 race of 160 km, 1 race of 150 km and 1 race of 125 km. Once the 
Derby edition is closed, the maximum payment date will be January 20, 2023. The amount of the published 
prizes will be gross. Therefore, the taxes and withholdings in force at all times and in each country will be 
borne by the participant.
6. AUCTION
All the pigeons that arrive in the Final will be auctioned as follows: the Derby Costa del Sol will award 50% 
of the final auction price to the participant. Previously, 10% will be deducted for photography and 
management expenses, as indicated in the auction regulations published on the web. This rule only applies 
to pigeons that have been auctioned for € 100 or more. Below this amount, as well as the pigeons that have 
been acquired in free activation by a new participant, in which the total bid will be for the organization of the 
Derby. Obviously, only the described amount of those pigeons collected after the auction can be contributed 
to the participant and the Derby will pay this amount within a maximum period of 30 days after the auction 
has been collected. This amount is subject to the legal withholdings in force at all times and in each country. 
The Derby will be closed once all the auctions of the pigeons that reach the final have finished. Regarding 
pedigrees: to consider the document valid, at least the four grandparents of the pigeon must be shown and 
it is mandatory that they be in possession of the Derby Organization before the semifinal to be entitled to the 
part corresponding to the participant in the subsequent auction of pigeons. The participant can send us this 
documentation together with the shipment of the pigeons or through the mail info@derbycostadelsol.com 
or the rest of the usual channels. If said documents are not delivered, the right to acquire the proportional 
part of the auction already described would be lost. The publication of the pigeons at auction will be 
repeated only once for those pigeons that have not been bid or in cases in which the winner of the bid does 
not make the payment under the conditions stipulated on the auction website. In the event that they are not 
auctioned either after their second publication, the Derby organization will seek the form of sale that it 
deems appropriate, but the participant will lose the corresponding percentage on said pigeon.
7. QUARANTINE AND VACCINATION
 The owner of the pigeons will have to vaccinate and deworm them before sending them. The organization 
reserves the right not to accept pigeons that are not suitable for the exercise of the sport. Once sent, the 
organization will be in charge of vaccinating the chicks again by the official Derby veterinarians. The 
organization will have the right and duty to quarantine birds that come from countries where diseases or 
viruses such as Salmonella, Paramixo (PMV) or Avian Flu are present.

* Rules valid except  errors or  omissions.The Derby Internacional FCI Costa del Sol and the WINKIE Breeding Station are property of the specialized company Derby Costa del Sol S.L.


